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Detecting AI content in responses generated by ChatGPT, YouChat, and Chatsonic: The case of 
five AI content detection tools
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This paper set out to test the accuracy of five AI content tools, GPTZero, 
OpenAI Text Classifier, Writer.com’s AI Content Detector, Copyleaks AI 
Content Detector, and Giant Language model Test Room, to detect AI-
generated content in the responses generated by ChatGPT, YouChat, and 
Chatsonic. The responses were generated from these three AI chatbots 
using English prompts related to applied English language studies. 
Then, the ChatGPT-generated responses were Google-translated into 
German, French, Spanish, Southern Sotho, and isiZulu, and inputted into 
GPTZero for it to detect the AI-generated content in them. Additionally, 
the ChatGPT-generated responses Google-translated into German, 
French and Spanish were inputted into Copyleaks AI Content Detector 
for it to detect the AI-generated content in them. For the ChatGPT-, 
YouChat-, and Chatsonic-generated responses, Copyleaks AI Content 
Detector emerged as the top-most performing AI content detector 
among the five AI content detectors. It was followed by OpenAI’s AI 
Text Classifier. Concerning the ChatGPT-generated responses that were 
Google-translated into five languages, GPTZero misidentified all of 
them as human-produced. For the ChatGPT-generated responses that 
were Google-translated into German, French and Spanish, Copyleaks 
AI Content Detector correctly identified three of the German-translated 
texts, five of the French-translated texts, and all the Spanish-translated 
texts as AI-generated. Thus, it is evident from this paper that all five AI 
content detectors seem not yet fully ready to accurately and convincingly 
detect AI-generated content from machine-generated texts in different 
contexts. This has dire consequences for AI-generated plagiarism in 
academic essay writing.
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Introduction 

The launch of ChatGPT, a generative artificial intelligence (AI) 
chatbot owned by OpenAI (OpenAI, 2022), on 30 November 
2022, had a domino effect in cyberspace and in the real-life 
world. It not only rattled the AI world in which generative AI 
chatbots, which before ChatGPT were relatively unknown, 
suddenly emerged or announced their presence (Chaka, 
2023a; Eliaçik, 2023a; Hetler, 2023; Kanran, 2023), but it also 
led to the emergence of AI content detection tools intended 
to detect and to differentiate between AI-generated and 
human-written texts. One such AI content detection tool, 
which was launched late in 2022 as a direct consequence 
of ChatGPT, is GPTZero. The first part of its name is directly 
linked to the last part of ChatGPT’s name. Much more will be 
said about GPTZero below. In a manner almost resembling 
what happened after ChatGPT was released, similar AI 
detection tools emerged or announced their presence in the 
aftermath of GPTZero’s launch. Examples of such tools are 
AI Text Classifier, Giant Language Model Test Room (GLTR), 
Writer.com’s AI Content Detector, and Copyleaks AI Content 
Detector (Lim, 2023; Outlook Spotlight, 2023; Chrome, 2023; 
Copyleaks, 2023). Again, much more will be said about these 
tools below.

All these AI-powered content detection tools emerged 
when there were assertions that no current AI content tool 
could detect AI plagiarism in ChatGPT-generated responses 
(Chaka, 2023b; Cutcliffe, 2022; Heilweil, 2022). While these 
tools can be used to detect what Lim (2023) calls AI-assisted 
content in different text types in general, it is AI-assisted 
academic content that is the focus of this paper. This is 
more so as immediately after the release of ChatGPT, some 
schools and universities reacted by saying that they would 
ban it because of the temptation it had for students to 
use it in school- or university-level essays (Anders, 2023; 
Barnett, 2023; Caren, 2022; Ceres, 2023; Harris, 2022; Hern, 
2022; Somoye, 2023; Stokel-Walker, 2022; Wingard, 2023). 
Of course, there were some academic and science journals 
that were said to have taken a stance to ban ChatGPT as 
well (Sample, 2023). So, at issue here is AI-assisted academic 
content that tends to characterise responses produced by 
generative AI chatbots such as ChatGPT and others similar 
to it. This type of plagiarism is a grave concern for schools 
and universities.

Literature review

With the advent of generative AI-powered large language 
model (LLM) chatbots, which was heralded by ChatGPT’s 
release in November 2022, there has been a growing 
number of scholarly papers that focus on and explore these 
chatbots. Examples of such scholarly papers include, but 
are not limited to: Alser & Waisberg (2023), Chaka (2023a), 
Cotton et al. (2023), Ifelebuegu (2023), Popenici (2023), 
Rasul et al. (2023), Rudolph et al. (2023a, b), Sullivan et al. 
(2023), and Yeadon et al. (2023). Some of these papers are 
published papers, while others are preprints, a publication 
pattern that almost resembles that of papers published 
during the COVID-19 pandemic (Chaka, 2020). Among 
these two streams of scholarly papers, there are those that 
explore the risks posed by ChatGPT for academic integrity 

concerning student assessment (see Ifelebuegu, 2023; 
Khalil & Er, 2023; Perkins, 2023; Rudolph et al., 2023a, b; 
Sullivan et al., 2023; Ventayen, 2023; Yeadon et al., 2023). 
But the critical issue with regard to academic integrity for 
most educational institutions is detecting plagiarism and 
distinguishing AI-generated content from human-written 
content. This is more so for both student essay writing and 
scholarly writing. In addition to the AI content detection 
tools specified in the preceding section, other tools include 
OriginalityAI, Content At Scale, Kazan SEO, GPT-2 Output 
Detector (Outlook Spotlight, 2023), Crossplag AI Content 
Detector (Lim, 2023), Claude AI, AI Writing Check, GPT 
Radar, and CatchGPT (Wiggers, 2023). Additional tools are 
Corrector App AI Content Detector, Plagibot, CopyScape, 
Winston AI, Writefull GPT Detector, Turnitin (Uzun, 2023), 
SciSpace, Hive Moderation, Hello Simple AI (Awan, 2023), 
PlagiarismCheck, Check For AI, DetectGPT, Compilation, and 
Go Winston (Weber-Wulff et al., 2023).

Since most of these AI content detectors are new, not much 
research has been conducted to evaluate their efficacy, 
accuracy, and reliability in terms of distinguishing between 
the content generated by current AI-powered LLM chatbots 
and the content written by humans. So, this is a new and 
growing area that still needs a lot of research. Of the few 
scholarly papers focusing on this area, a lot of them are 
preprints. Five such preprints are Aremu (2023), Cai and Cui 
(2023), Guo et al. (2023), Ventayen (2023), and Weber-Wulff 
et al. (2023). Two of these papers, Aremu (2023 and Weber-
Wulff et al. (2023), have some relevance to the current 
paper. These two papers are briefly reviewed by discussing 
only aspects of them that have some bearing on this paper. 

Aremu’s (2023) paper investigated the capability of six AI 
text detectors, Sapling AI, Crossplag AI Content Detector, 
OpenAI Text Classifier, ZeroGPT, GPTZero, and Content At 
Scale, to accurately identify different essay types written 
by humans and those generated by AI (ChatGPT). The 
essay types in question were argumentative, descriptive, 
expository, and narrative essays. Their sample numbers were 
as follows: argumentative = 13; descriptive = 17; expository 
= 11; and narrative = 11. These sample numbers were split 
almost equally between the two datasets: human-written 
and AI-generated essay types. The prompts for the four 
essay types were as follows, respectively: Gun control; A 
day at the beach; The benefits of regular exercise; and A 
journey towards self-discovery. The human-written essay 
samples were obtained from the Internet, and were pre-
2022 (before the advent of ChatGPT), while the AI-generated 
essays were sourced from ChatGPT by using the same four 
prompts with their attendant enhancements. In the main, 
these AI detectors performed well in accurately recognising 
human-written essays. In contrast, they performed poorly 
in detecting ChatGPT-generated and enhanced essays. 
Crossplag and Content At Scale outperformed the other AI 
detectors by accurately identifying human-authored essays 
with consistency and reliability, while ZeroGPT and GPTZero 
outdid the other detectors in terms of identifying ChatGPT-
generated essays. This indicates their being robust and 
resistant to content deception (Aremu, 2023).
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Weber-Wulff et al.’s (2023) paper employed 14 AI 
detection tools to examine their accuracy and error types 
in distinguishing between human-written text and AI-
generated (ChatGPT-generated) text. These tools consisted 
of 12 publicly available AI detection tools and two 
commercial plagiarism detection tools. They were: Check 
For AI; Compilatio; Content at Scale; Crossplag; DetectGPT; 
Go Winston; GPT Zero; GPT-2 Output Detector Demo; 
OpenAI Text Classifier; PlagiarismCheck; Turnitin; Writeful 
GPT Detector; Writer; and ZeroGPT. All of these tools were 
non-premium versions. The paper used 54 test cases that 
were divided into the following five categories of English-
language files:

human-written;

human-written in a non-English language with a 
resultant AI/machine translation to English;

AI-generated text;

AI-generated text with resultant human manual 
edits; and 

AI-generated text with resultant AI/machine 
paraphrase.

•

•

•

•

The human-written test cases were produced by nine people 
(eight researchers and one collaborator), and represented 
diverse disciplines such as academic integrity, computer 
science, civil engineering, economics, history, linguistics, 
and literature. They were written in Bosnian, Czech, German, 
Latvian, Slovak, Spanish, and Swedish and were machine-
translated into English using DeepL (3 cases) and Google 
Translate (6 cases). Different prompts were used to generate 
AI texts through ChatGPT. Two additional texts were 
generated from ChatGPT using fresh prompts. One set of 
them was manually edited by exchanging words with their 
synonyms or by re-ordering sentence parts. The other set 
was automatically rewritten by employing an AI-powered 
tool, Quillbot. In terms of detection accuracy across all 
text cases, Turnitin (ranked 1) and Compilatio (ranked 2) 
topped the other tools, while PlagiarismCheck (ranked 13) 
and Content at Scale (ranked 14) were the most poorly-
performing tools. The paper concludes that its findings failed 
to confirm the accuracy claims made by the detection tools 
it used, as these tools are unsuitable for providing evidence 
of academic misconduct. It also concludes that these tools 
are amenable to gaming, especially through paraphrasing 
and machine translation (Weber-Wulff et al., 2023).

Research problem

With the rising number of generative AI-powered LLM 
chatbots, there are growing concerns about the risks these 
chatbots pose to academic integrity by academics and 
educational institutions. To address these concerns, a number 
of online AI content detection tools have been released 
following the launch of ChatGPT. All these tools make 
bold claims (mostly undercut by concomitant disclaimers) 
about their accuracy rate and their reliability in detecting 

AI-generated content (see Chaka, 2023a, b; Chrome, 2023; 
Copyleaks, 2023; Kirchner et al., 2023; Outlook Spotlight, 
2023; Tech Desk, 2023; Tyrrell, 2023; Weber-Wulff et al., 2023; 
Wiggers, 2023). Amid this burgeoning number of AI content 
detection tools, there is a need to evaluate the accuracy 
and reliability of these tools to differentiate between AI-
generated content and human-produced content. This 
is critical as their efficacy in doing so will help academics 
and educational institutions know when student content is 
human-written and when it is AI-generated. The distinction 
between the content generated by an AI tool and the one 
produced by a human, or what Uzun (2023) calls the author 
factor, becomes trickier to determine as manipulating 
any form of content tends to elude most of the currently 
available AI detection tools (see Aremu, 2023; Cai & Cui, 
2023; Guo et al., 2023; Uzun, 2023; Ventayen, 2023; Weber-
Wulff et al., 2023). Related to the author factor is the content 
factor, the validity and reliability of the content produced, 
both AI-generated and human-written content (see Uzun, 
2023).

Against this background, the purpose of this paper is three-
fold: to test the accuracy of five AI content detection tools 
to detect the content generated by three AI chatbots, 
ChatGPT, YouChat, and Chatsonic, in its original English 
version; to evaluate the accuracy of one of these five AI 
content detection tools to detect the German, French, 
Spanish, Southern Sotho, and isiZulu versions of this content 
as machine-translated by Google Translate; and to test the 
accuracy of one of these five AI content detection tools to 
detect the German, French, and Spanish versions of this 
content as machine-translated by Google Translate. The 
five AI content detection tools are: GPTZero, OpenAI Text 
Classifier, Writer.com’s AI Content Detector, Copyleaks AI 
Content Detector, and Giant Language Model Test Room. 
Relatedly, the paper’s research questions are:

•

What is the accuracy of the five AI content 
detection tools (GPTZero, OpenAI Text 
Classifier, Writer.com’s AI Content Detector, 
Copyleaks AI Content Detector, and Giant 
Language Model Test Room) in detecting the 
content generated by ChatGPT, YouChat, and 
Chatsonic, in its original English version?

What is the accuracy of GPTZero in detecting 
the German, French, Spanish, Southern 
Sotho, and isiZulu versions of this content as 
machine-translated by Google Translate?

What is the accuracy of Copyleaks AI Content 
Detector in detecting the German, French, and 
Spanish versions of this content as machine-
translated by Google Translate?

•

•

•

As pointed out above, there is currently a paucity of research 
that has been conducted in the area of study highlighted 
above. Thus, the current paper attempts to make a 
contribution to this area of study.
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Reviewing of the five AI content detectors

GPTZero

GPTZero is an AI content detection tool built by a senior 
computer science student at Princeton University shortly 
after the release of ChatGPT. As its name indicates, it is 
intended to detect whether a text generated by ChatGPT 
is AI-generated or human-written (Chaka, 2023a; Ofgang, 
2023; Tech Desk, 2023; Tyrrell, 2023). Of course, in this sense, 
it has a wider application beyond the ChatGPT-generated 
text to text generated by other generative AI tools, including 
ordinary human-written responses or essays that have 
nothing to do with AI generation. Therefore, it can also be 
referred to as an AI content detection app.

How, then, does it detect whether a text is AI-generated or 
human-produced? It does so by identifying two measures: 
perplexity and burstiness. Perplexity measures a text’s 
randomness. The understanding here is that a human-
written text displays randomness or chaoticness and, thus, is 
likely to perplex or be unfamiliar to a language model such 
as GPTZero. The higher the perplexity of the text, the higher 
the likelihood that it is human-written. The converse is true: 
the lower the text’s perplexity, the lower the likelihood that 
it is human-written. This lower perplexity index signals that 
a text is AI-generated. Burstiness measures the complexity 
of sentences or how highly varied sentence usage is in a 
text. The belief here is that humans are prone to varying 
the types and the length of their sentences when they write, 
while machines are not. So, burstiness relates to sentence 
variability or sentence bursting (Chaka, 2023a; Ofgang, 
2023). Most importantly, GPTZero sometimes highlights or 
flags an AI-generated text in yellow in any given sample and 
allocates perplexity and burstiness scores to text samples. 
Higher scores for both measures indicate that a text is human-
generated, while lower scores for both measures signal that 
a text is AI-generated. One of the drawbacks of this tool is 
that it sometimes misclassifies or misrecognises portions of 
a text as either AI-generated or human-generated, even in 
instances where that is not the case (Tyrrell, 2023). So, it is 
not 100% per cent accurate (Chaka, 2023b). 

OpenAI AI Text Classifier

OpenAI AI Text Classifier is an AI detector owned by OpenAI, 
which also owns ChatGPT. It was released at the beginning 
of 2023 after the launch of ChatGPT in November 2022. 
Its main function is to differentiate between AI-generated 
and human-written text (Eliaçik, 2023b; Ismail, 2023; Tyrrell, 
2023). In one of its blogs, its mother tech company asserts 
that it has “trained a classifier to distinguish between text 
written by a human and text written by AIs from a variety of 
providers” (Kirchner et al., 2023, par. 1). It also makes some 
disclaimers that it is not feasible to fully reliably detect every 
AI-generated text and that its classifier is not yet fully reliable. 
It, then, points out that when it tested its classifier in one use 
case, it had a 26% true positives rate (it correctly identified 
26% of AI-generated text) and a 9% false positives rate (it 
misidentified 9% of human-produced text as AI-generated).

According to OpenAI, some of the limitations its text 
classifier has are as follows:

Unreliability on shorter texts having fewer than 
1,000 characters;

Only the first 5,000 characters are displayed in 
the free version;

Sometimes, the classifier misidentifies longer 
texts and wrongly labels human-produced text 
as AI-generated;

The classifier currently works better on English 
texts and has a high degree of unreliability on 
texts written in other languages;

Unreliability to identify predictable text, 
especially identifying whether the first 1,000 
prime numbers are AI-written or not;

Edited AI-generated text can evade the classifier; 
and

Poor detection of text fine-tuned outside the 
original training data (Eliaçik, 2023b; Ismail, 
2023; Kirchner et al., 2023; Tyrrell, 2023).

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Writer.com’s AI Content Detector

This AI content detector tool, which is owned by Writer.com, 
is touted as reliable (Outlook Spotlight, 2023). Unlike most 
of its peers, it is a no-sign-up or a no-create-an-account tool 
for usage. It evaluates a text and identifies (by calculating) 
how much of it is likely AI-generated through percentage 
scores. It has a 1,500-character limit per text/prompt. Text 
can be added to this detector by pasting or writing it or 
by providing a URL of the intended text. The AI tool does 
not have a 100% accuracy rate, and sometimes, it can be 
tricked by certain texts (Help Center, 2023; see Lim, 2023). 
It can also be used for editing and generating text, and its 
parent company, Writer.com, has offerings such as products 
(e.g., Grammarly alternative, ChatGPT alternative, and Jasper 
alternative) and resources (e.g., Inclusive language and AI 
content generator) (Help Center, 2023; Outlook Spotlight, 
2023).

Copyleaks AI Content Detector

Copyleaks AI Content Detector is a free-to-use AI tool that 
can determine whether a text is generated by AI chatbots 
like ChatGPT and many others or whether a text is written 
by a human. According to Copyleaks, this tool has, among 
others, the following differentiating features:

A 99.12% detection accuracy rate

In-depth, detailed analysis

Detecting GPT-J, GPT-3, GPT-3.5, ChatGPT, 
GPT-4, and other related AI language models

•

•

•
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Detecting AI content written in multiple 
languages such as English, Spanish, Polish, 
Italian, and a few other languages, with more 
other languages being currently considered

Verifying the authenticity of social media 
posts, online news articles, online reviews, etc. 
(Chrome, 2023; Copyleaks, 2023).

•

•

Giant Language Model Test Room

Giant Language Model Test Room (GLTR) is an online tool 
that employs an algorithm capable of detecting any content 
related to AI-generated text produced by AI chatbots. It 
executes a forensic inspection of language model elements 
on texts to establish whether they are AI- or human-
generated. It is supported by a database of predicted words, 
in which such predicted words are highlighted in green, 
yellow, and red. The more predicted words a text has, the 
more likely that it is AI-generated than human-generated. 
It can also analyse a text for its realness. Its major drawback 
is that it works better on GPT-2 texts than on GPT-3 texts 
produced by bots such as ChatGPT (Lim, 2023; Outlook 
Spotlight, 2023).

All of the five AI content detectors reviewed above were 
employed in this paper in their free-to-use or non-premium 
versions. As pointed out earlier, Weber-Wulff et al.’s (2023) 
paper also evaluated the efficacy of fourteen AI detection 
tools in their non-premium versions.

Methodology

The paper used an exploratory study design. One key aspect 
of this study design, which resonates with the present paper, 
is exploring a topic or an area that has not been studied 
before (Chaka, 2023a; Elman et al., 2020; Singh, 2021). 
Evaluating the efficacy, accuracy and reliability of AI content 
detection tools in differentiating between AI-generated 
content and human-written content is still a less researched 
area.

Data collection process

The data collection process for this paper consisted of 
two stages. In the first stage, the content was generated 
using ChatGPT, YouChat, and Chatsonic. This content was 
generated by inputting three sets of English prompts into 
these three AI chatbots, with each set of prompts for each AI 
chatbot. The prompts were queried to the three AI chatbots 
on two different dates. ChatGPT’s prompts were queried 
on 31 January 2023, while the prompts for YouChat, and 
Chatsonic were inputted on 07 March 2023. This time-lapse 
was occasioned by the fact that I only became aware of the 
last two AI chatbots in March 2023 (see Chaka, 2023a). The 
prompts for these three AI chatbots were based on some 
of the aspects of applied English language studies (AELS). 
The latter is one of the areas of my research interests. These 
prompts are indicated below.

ChatGPT’s prompts

What are decolonial applied English language 
studies?

What is critical southern decoloniality?

Who are the authorities on decolonial 
linguistics?

Who are the leading scholars of critical 
southern decoloniality?

What is translanguaging?

What is the difference between 
translanguaging, multilanguaging, and 
languaging?

•

•

•

•

•

•

YouChat’s prompts

What are decolonial applied English language 
studies?

What is critical southern decoloniality?

What are Chaka’s (2020) views of 
translanguaging?

Who are the authorities on decolonial 
linguistics?

What is translanguaging?

What are the latest theories for translanguaging, 
multilanguaging, and languaging?

What is the difference between 
translanguaging, multilanguaging, and 
languaging?

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Chatsonic’s prompts

What is decolonial applied linguistics?

What are decolonial applied English language 
studies?

What is critical southern decoloniality?

What are Chaka’s (2020) views of 
translanguaging?

Who are the authorities on decolonial 
linguistics?

What is translanguaging?

What is the difference between 
translanguaging, multilanguaging, and 
languaging?

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
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In the second stage, the responses generated from the three 
AI chatbots were inputted into the five AI content detectors 
mentioned earlier in three phases from 30 March 2023 to 02 
April 2023. During the first phase, the English-only responses 
were fed into the five AI content detectors. In the second 
phase, the ChatGPT-generated responses were machine-
translated into five languages using Google Translate and 
inputted into GPTZero. The five languages were German, 
French, Spanish, Southern Sotho, and isiZulu. The reason 
for choosing GPTZero for the translated responses is that it 
was the only AI detector that recognised all five languages 
at the time of conducting the study. The Southern Sotho 
that Google Translate uses is the Lesotho orthography of 
the Sesotho language and not the South African Sesotho 
orthography. In respect of isiZulu, Google Translate refers 
to it as Zulu. Henceforth, the paper uses (isi)Zulu to indicate 
that Zulu has an isi- prefix. During the third phase, the 
Google-translated German, French, and Spanish responses 
were fed into Copyleaks AI Content Detector. Currently, 
Copyleaks AI Content Detector does not support Southern 
Sotho and (isi)Zulu.

The three sets of AI-generated English responses and 
the ChatGPT-generated English responses that were 
Google-translated into the five languages specified above 
constituted the datasets for this study. After they had been 
generated and translated, all these datasets were copied 
and transferred to their respective MS Word files in their 
original forms. They were not tampered with or manipulated, 
except that the ChatGPT-generated English responses were 
Google-translated into the five specified languages. So, they 
were inputted into the five AI detection tools in their original 
generated and translated versions.

Results

Detection of the ChatGPT-, YouChat-, and Chatsonic-
generated English responses by five AI content detectors

All the ChatGPT-, YouChat-, and Chatsonic-generated 
responses were subjected to the five AI content detectors, 
GPTZero, OpenAI AI Text Classifier, Writer.com’s AI Content 
Detector, Copyleaks AI Content Detector, and GLTR for 
them to detect AI-generated content from these three sets 
of responses. Concerning ChatGPT-generated responses, 
all five AI content detection tools yielded their detection 
results, as illustrated in Table 1. For example, GPTZero 
correctly classified four texts as AI-generated, while it was 
indecisive about two texts. Its lowest and highest perplexity 
scores were 38 and 90. The same kind of classification 
pattern was yielded by OpenAI AI Text Classifier. Writer.
com’s AI Content Detector classified five texts inaccurately 
as human-generated, while its classification of one text was 
accurate. Its lowest and highest percentages for human-
generated content were 1% and 99%. In contrast, Copyleaks 
AI Content Detector classified five texts accurately, but 
classified one text inaccurately. Its lowest and highest 
probability percentages for AI-generated texts were 94% 
and 99.8%, while its probability percentage for human-
generated text was 19.5%. For GLTR, it correctly classified 
one text as machine-generated, but misclassified five texts. 
The idea of classified is a proxy for predicted as these tools 

attempt to predict whether a given text response is AI- or 
human-generated more than just classifying a given text.

Table 1: Detection of the ChatGPT-, YouChat-, and Chatsonic-
generated English responses by five AI content detectors.

Pertaining to YouChat-generated responses, GPTZero 
classified one text correctly as AI-generated, while it 
misclassified the six other texts as human-written. Its lowest 
and highest perplexity scores for all these texts were 40 
and 167. OpenAI AI Text Classifier classified three texts 
accurately as AI-generated but misclassified two texts. It 
was indecisive about two texts. Writer.com’s AI Content 
Detector correctly classified four texts as AI-generated, but 
misclassified three texts as human-generated. Its lowest and 
highest percentages for human-generated content for these 
texts were 0% and 100%. For its part, Copyleaks AI Content 
Detector correctly classified five texts as AI-generated 
and incorrectly classified the other two texts as human-
generated. Its lowest and highest probability percentages 
for AI generated texts were 99.6% and 99.9%, respectively, 
with three texts having a 99.9% tie. Its lowest and highest 
probability percentages for human-generated texts were 
19.4% and 19.8%. In contrast to the other four AI detectors, 
GLTR misidentified all seven texts as human-written.

With reference to Chatsonic-generated responses, GPTZero 
correctly classified three texts as AI-generated, but 
misclassified four texts as human-generated. It was indecisive 
about one text. It recorded the lowest and highest perplexity 
scores for these eight texts as 32 and 118. OpenAI AI Text 
Classifier identified two texts correctly as AI-generated but 
detected one text incorrectly. It was indecisive about five 
more texts. Writer.com’s AI Content Detector correctly 
identified two texts as AI-generated but misidentified six 
texts as human-written. Its lowest and highest percentages 
for human-generated content were 2% and 100%. In this 
regard, Copyleaks AI Content Detector correctly classified 
five texts as AI-generated but misclassified three texts 
as human-written. Its lowest and highest probability 
percentages for AI-generated texts were 92.3% and 99.9%, 
with three texts having a 99.9% tie. However, its lowest and 
highest probability percentages for human-generated texts 
were 20% and 98.6%, respectively. Again, in contrast to the 
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other four AI detectors, GLTR misclassified six texts, while it 
was indecisive about two texts.

When the five AI content detectors were judged together 
in terms of their overall correct identification of the three 
sets of responses generated by the three AI tools, they rank 
as follows: Copyleaks AI Content Detector (1); OpenAI AI 
Text Classifier (2); GPTZero (3); and Writer.com’s AI Content 
Detector (4), and GLTR (5) (see Table 1).

Detection by GPTZero of the ChatGPT-generated 
responses Google-translated into German, French, 
Spanish, Southern Sotho, and (isi)Zulu

In this section, what is at issue is not the accuracy and 
correctness of the Google-translated texts for all five 
languages but rather GPTZero’s ability to classify them 
correctly as machine-generated texts. All the ChatGPT-
generated responses were subjected to GPTZero for it to 
detect if they were AI-generated or human-written (see 
Table 2). GPTZero incorrectly classified all the translated 
texts in all five languages as human-written. Its high and 
lowest perplexity scores for the texts translated into each of 
these languages were as follows: 110 and 2,478 (German); 
57 and 221 (French); 108 and 361 (Spanish); 602 and 1,715 
(Southern Sotho); and 651 and 938 ((isi)Zulu).

Table 2: Detection by GPTZero of the ChatGPT-generated 
responses Google-translated into German, French, Spanish, 
Southern Sotho, and (isi)Zulu.

Detection by Copyleaks AI Content Detector of the 
ChatGPT responses Google-translated into German, 
French, and Spanish

Similarly, here, all the ChatGPT-generated responses, 
which were Google-translated into the three languages as 
mentioned above, were subjected to Copyleaks AI Content 
Detector for it to detect whether they were AI-generated 
or not (see Table 3). This AI content detector correctly 
classified three German-translated texts as AI-generated but 
misclassified three texts as human-written. Its lowest and 
highest probability percentages for AI-generated texts were 
83.7% and 99.9%, while its lowest and highest probability 
percentages for human-generated texts were 14.8% and 
53.4%. It, then, correctly identified five French-translated 
texts as AI-generated but misidentified one text as human-
written. Here, its lowest and highest probability percentages 
for AI-generated texts were 94.9% and 99.9%, with three 
texts having a tie at 99.9%. Its probability percentage for 
the human-generated text was 6.9%. Lastly, Copyleaks 
AI Content Detector correctly classified all the Spanish-

translated texts as AI-generated. Its lowest and highest 
probability percentages for these texts were 99. 5% and 
99.9%, with two texts and four texts tied at 99.5% and 99.9%, 
respectively.

Table 3: Detection by Copyleaks AI Content Detector of the 
ChatGPT responses Google-translated into German, French, 
and Spanish.

Discussion

For ChatGPT-generated responses, Copyleaks AI Content 
Detector had more correct classifications of the texts than 
the other four AI detectors. It was followed by GPTZero 
and OpenAI AI Text Classifier, which were joint second. In 
terms of misclassifications of texts (incorrect classifications 
of texts), GLTR topped the other four AI detectors with 
eighteen misclassifications; it was followed by Writer.com’s 
AI Content Detector with fourteen misclassifications. AI 
detectors with the joint-most indecisive texts were GPTZero 
and OpenAI AI Text Classifier. GPTZero had a perplexity 
score of 90 for one of its AI-generated texts, which is a high 
score given that AI-generated texts are supposed to have 
a lower perplexity index compared to human-written texts 
(Chaka, 2023a; Ofgang, 2023; Tech Desk, 2023; Tyrrell, 2023). 
This, in a way, highlights an element of shakiness related to 
equating a high perplexity with human-only-written texts in 
an instance where machines, too, can generate texts with a 
high perplexity index (Heel, 2023; Lim, 2023; Wiggers, 2023). 
Writer.com’s AI Content Detector recorded 1% and 99% as 
its lowest and highest percentages for human-generated 
content for two texts apiece. This means it identified the first 
text as 99% AI-generated, while it recognised the second text 
to be 1% AI-generated. These are two extremely contrasting 
detection rates for these texts when considering that all the 
texts in this set were ChatGPT-generated. For Copyleaks AI 
Content Detector, its probability percentage for a human-
generated text was 19.4%, which is a bit high for texts that 
were exclusively machine-generated.

In relation to YouChat-generated responses, again, Copyleaks 
AI Content Detector had more correct identifications of 
the texts in this set than the other four AI detectors. It was 
followed by OpenAI AI Text Classifier. The other AI detectors 
had more misclassifications of texts than the correct 
classifications, with GLTR racking up the most misclassified 
texts. Only one AI detector (OpenAI AI Text Classifier) had 
two undecided texts. The highest perplexity score that 
GPTZero had for this set of texts is 167, which is a very high 
score for texts that were machine-generated. The concern 
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raised above about a high perplexity as an indicator of 
human-produced texts, applies here, too (Tech Desk, 2023; 
Iyer, 2023). In this context, Writer.com’s AI Content Detector 
had 0% and 100% as its lowest and highest percentages for 
human-generated content: 0% and 100%. As is the case with 
the previous instance, these are two diametrically opposed 
detection rates for texts that were ChatGPT-generated. 
Copyleaks AI Content Detector recorded 19.4% and 19.8% 
as its lowest and highest probability percentages for 
human-generated texts. Again, these are high probability 
percentages for machine-generated texts.

Concerning Chatsonic-generated responses, the same trend 
as the one characterised above applies with minor variations. 
For example, Copyleaks AI Content Detector still had the 
most correct identifications of the texts in this set, but with 
GPTZero following it. Both Writer.com’s AI Content Detector 
and GLTR had the most joint misidentified texts, followed by 
GPTZero. OpenAI AI Text Classifier had the most undecided 
texts. GPTZero had the highest perplexity score of 167, which, 
again, is a high score for texts that were machine-generated. 
Writer.com’s AI Content Detector recorded the contrasting 
lowest and highest percentages of 2% and 100% for human-
generated content. Copyleaks AI Content Detector’s highest 
probability percentage of 98.6% for human-generated text 
was the highest ever for these machine-generated texts.

Overall, of the five AI content detectors tested across the 
three sets of texts, OpenAI AI Text Classifier and GLTR 
appeared to be most consistent in their detection rates 
if the indecisiveness of texts and the misclassification of 
texts are, respectively, used factors. In contrast, Copyleaks 
AI Content Detector tended to be the most consistent of 
the five AI content detectors if the correct identification of 
texts is used as a factor. Moreover, Copyleaks AI Content 
Detector trumped all the other four AI content detectors 
for the most correctly classified texts. GLTR had the highest 
text misclassification rate and could classify only one text 
correctly. As such, it ranked last among the five AI content 
detectors. In an instance in which seven AI text detectors, 
which included OpenAI AI Text Classifier, GPTZero and 
Copyleaks, were tested to detect AI-generated content 
created by Claude (a generative AI tool similar to ChatGPT), 
GPTZero was the top consistent performer. It was followed 
by ChatGPT and OpenAI AI Text Classifier. The writing 
samples were based on prompts related to different writing 
genres (Wiggers, 2023). However, in the current paper, 
GPTZero was the third-best performing AI content detector 
(see Table 1). As mentioned earlier, Aremu’s (2023) paper 
that tested the detection capabilities of six AI detection 
tools found both ZeroGPT and GPTZero to have a higher 
level of deception robustness and resistance than the other 
four AI detection tools.

The fact that the five AI content detectors recognised some 
of the AI-generated texts inputted to them as human-written 
points to their propensity to false negativity. In their paper, 
Weber-Wulff et al. (2023) also found that fourteen of the AI 
detection tools they evaluated were prone to false negatives: 
they mistook AI-generated texts for human-produced texts. 
They call this tendency “misattributing” AI-generated texts 
to humans. This is what the present paper has referred to as 
misclassification and misidentification.

As mentioned earlier, as regards the ChatGPT responses 
that were Google-translated into the five aforementioned 
languages, GPTZero misidentified all of them as human-
produced. One major reason it misidentified all these 
translated texts is the higher perplexity scores it assigned 
to them. This is particularly the case with the German, 
Southern Sotho and (isi)Zulu texts, whose highest perplexity 
scores were 2,478, 1,715 and 938, respectively. This, more 
than what has been said earlier, highlights the shakiness 
and, at times, the unreliability of a higher perplexity as an 
indicator of human-only-written texts. This is more so given 
that machine-translated texts can have inordinately higher 
perplexity scores, such as the ones for the five languages in 
this paper.

In contrast, Copyleaks AI Content Detector correctly 
identified three of the German-translated texts, five of the 
French-translated texts, and all the Spanish-translated texts 
as AI-generated. Again, here, Copyleaks AI Content Detector 
outperformed GPTZero, an outcome that contrasts with that 
of Wiggers’ testing (2023) of seven AI content detectors in 
which GPTZero was a top performer.

Even though in the current study no texts were deliberately 
manipulated through editing, paraphrasing, or effecting an 
extra space (a space bar) between words, there are studies 
that have discovered that text manipulation reduces the 
detection efficacy of AI detection tools. For instance, Cai 
and Cui (2023) found that effecting a mere single space, 
what they call an extra space, results in text detection 
evasion. If this is the case, this points to one of the inherent 
problems with current AI detection tools: their lack of 
reliability and consistency in accurately differentiating 
between AI-generated texts and human-produced texts. 
Part of this problem might have to do with the algorithmic 
configuration of these AI detection tools, which assumes 
that distributional gaps exist between AI-generated and 
human-written content. Once these distributional gaps are 
destabilised by, for example, intentionally adding single 
space characters before commas in AI-generated content, 
these tools tend to misrecognise the content output (see 
Cai & Cui, 2023). In addition, Guo et al. (2023) point out 
that by removing indicating words such as Nope, My take 
is, and Hmm, from human-written content and by removing 
I regret to hear that, I’m an AI assistant, and Here are steps 
to follow, from an AI-generated content, most AI detection 
tools are likely to be tricked in their detection capability. 
These inherent algorithmic shortcomings are likely to be 
there in the premium versions of these AI detection tools 
as well.

Implications and limitations

With the release of ChatGPT, as a generative AI chatbot, 
for public use, a lot of AI content detectors were instantly 
launched, even though others could have been there 
before the launch of ChatGPT. Some of these AI content 
detectors, such as GPTZero and OpenAI AI Text Classifier, 
were specifically intended to detect AI-generated content 
from ChatGPT (Eliaçik, 2023a, b; Ismael, 2023; Iyer, 2023: 
Kirchner et al., 2023; Lim, 2023; Ofgang, 2033). Nevertheless, 
with their instant launch, these AI content detectors seem 
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not yet fully ready to accurately and convincingly detect 
AI-generated content from machine-generated texts in 
different contexts. Most of them seem to be beset by the 
algorithmic shortcomings mentioned above. This is one 
of the implications emanating from the five AI content 
detectors tested in this paper. Additionally, the five AI 
content detectors were not able to distinguish, in clear-cut 
terms, between AI-generated texts and human-produced 
texts. All they could do was to make estimates in percentages 
(e.g., Writer.com’s AI Content Detector and Copyleaks AI 
Content Detector) or in probabilistic terms such as likely 
(e.g., GPTZero) and probability (e.g., Copyleaks AI Content 
Detector), or in combined percentages and probabilistic 
terms (e.g., Copyleaks AI Content Detector). Others, such as 
GLTR, used estimating histograms. Educational institutions, 
academic staff, and students are impatiently waiting for 
an AI content detector that will precisely, accurately, and 
correctly detect AI-generated and human-written texts every 
time they apply them to student writing and to academic 
essay writing. They are not interested in percentage and 
probabilistic estimates.

A major limitation of this paper is that it used free-to-use 
AI content detectors or the non-premium versions of some 
of these AI content detectors. In fact, when the data for this 
study were collected, all five AI content detectors had only 
free versions that were available to the public. Nonetheless, 
most of them now do have premium or paid-for versions. 
The tricky thing about the premium versions of these AI 
detection tools is that one has to have a paid-for subscription 
with them for one to be able to access and use them. This 
becomes almost impossible if a researcher wants to evaluate 
more of them at the same time. But it seems implausible that 
the premiums versions of these AI detection tools are free of 
the two algorithmic shortcomings mentioned above. Mostly, 
what their premiums versions boast of are differentiators 
such as increased word/character counts and uploading 
multiple full-text files as part of premium benefits. In the 
main, these differentiators are, at best, mechanical, and, at 
worst, not game-changing. One of the things needed to help 
improve the AI detection efficacy of AI tools is improved 
super-intuitive machine learning algorithms that can detect 
sophisticated and subtle stylometric patterns built into 
language use (see Uzun, 2023).
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